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Abstract – Biometric verification and detection includes detection of biometric, tracking of active and inactive templates and assessment through data comparison and processing. To enhance accuracy of the biometrics, the dynamic multi-modal biometrics based applications systems framework dynamically couples image processing with statistical models to enhance system performance. Due to heterogeneity nature of biometrics from person to person, it is very challenging to build an efficient biometric authentication system, which could either be a performance bottleneck or the single point of failure. Henceforth due to complexity of IRIS biometric and image processing technology, this paper introduces a theoretical overview of different techniques that incorporate a decentralized area selection within the IRIS for template formulation and authentication to enable effective protection. To achieve secure identity authentication, the image processing leverages the texture detection to create virtual trust blocks, in which distributed components could identified and update the template. A detail comparison between the existing systems and shortcomings in the approaches would be presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the current era of digitalization, the need for protecting the data/information of a particular individual has evolved into a growing concern on one-side while confirming the authenticity of the individual has become a complex task for various security firms and e-commerce platforms. The most common scenarios that are commonly employed for the authentication of the individual can be classified into what they know; what they have and what they are (different researchers present these classes in their perspective but this stands as basis for all) [1-3]. Authentication process have been evolving over the decades but still a fool proof system that could produce 100% percent accuracy in different conditions and environments is still an open research.

It is a commonly known theory that the individuals tend to forget what they know and tend to lose what they have making them a subsidiary authentication process to what they are based authentication system [2]. Based on the evolving spoofing techniques and digital processing updates ahs paved easy means to crack the things we know (i.e. pins, passwords and etc) and while the physical things we have can reduplicated (i.e. keys, cards and etc). Due to these shortcomings that concept “what we are” has evolved in significant research encompassing security access control and authentication in the recent few decades while other two have been incorporated based on additional security and/or convenience needed [1-2]. Biometrics (comes from Latin wherein “Bio” stands for “Life” and “Metrics” stands for “Measurement”) traditionally defines various characteristics of the person that can be measured/verified and maintain certain level of consistency. Over the years there are several biometries that have been developed for authentication of the person that a majorly classified into two classes behavioral and non-behavioral (physiological) as presented in the table 1(while other researchers classify them as contact or contactless and etc). In this paper, we discuss on the physiological biometrics to verify the authenticity of the person in consideration with the corresponding developments and shortcomings [4].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Behavioral/Physiological characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physiological</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Finger print</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Hand print</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Iris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Face</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. DNA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Vein</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Physiological Biometrics:

The demand for hassle-free security is in great demand as the individuals believe that they need a complex security system for malicious and/or attackers but at the same time they want it to be convenient to use. In addition, the behavior characteristics changes based on the mood (anger, happy, sad, frustrated and/or etc) making FER (false error rate) and FAR (false acceptance rate) high which led to extreme focus on the physiological behavior [4-6]. Physiological Biometrics are often consistent in every aspect but at the same time it has it owns set of issues that are addressed in the Table 2 which presents a detail constraints and advantages on each biometric.
This led to rapid escalations in the biometrics field that have paved ways for various organizations and researchers around to exploit, manipulate, process, utilize and share biometric information for integrity, security and assurance-based applications [5]. Digital analysis and feature extractions from biometric information has become a vital and much needed research area among the organizations and researchers with security and assurance-based authentication a hot topic. Even after a several decades of research interest and analysis of various algorithms associated with biometric identification and verification among users of computer systems grows up. The volumes of research that exploit the current technologies for identification and verification are not bounded by scope or applications associated with authentication, assurance and security [6]. It is a well known technology for which both the government and private organizations are active participants as biometric (combination with others) allows enhanced level of protection of one's identity. The prime goals of any biometric based security systems presented are based on protocols designed for authentication, immune to fake impersonators and the covertness required they are [5-6]:

- Is the system able to identify the authorized personals in all possible environments and scenarios with high accuracy?
- Is the system able to identify the unauthorized personals in all possible environments and scenarios with high accuracy?
- Is the system immune against spoofing and tampering?

Now-a-days fusion of the above systems has evolved into exemplary research that is addressing the modern requirements of the organization [1]. But the focus at large is to use IRIS as basic system has been gaining the ground in the current while other biometrics would act as ancillary to the IRIS system for improved security while maintaining FAR and FER within the constraints.

The rest of the paper is divide into following sections i.e. section 2 deals with background and existing research for detection and verification of IRIS Biometric while section 3 deals with research gaps and project the need of the new research to enable a secured means of extracting the IRIS template that can offer accuracy consistently throughout the research focus. And the paper is concluded in the section 4 of the paper.

II. IRIS BIOMETRICS

The inaccuracy of biometrics to identify a person is the main cause for the adoption of these algorithms in the past has been difficult and has long been a source of frustration and research for last two decades. In the current digital era the need for secured authentication and management has increased, there is a need for identity authentication and access control strategy to ensure the integrity of exchanged data as well as to grant authorized entities access right to data and services. In general, an assessment expert judges the accuracy of the biometric system solely based on the common employed feature extraction and comparison of the existing feature metric [7-11]. Unfortunately, this method does not emphasize on the feature extraction i.e. pre-processing of the biometric during the image processing operation cycle, which is considered as a vital part as it allows the algorithms to estimate the features in an improved manner based on the texture, edge detection, point estimation and etc[12-13].

By comparison, other biometrics such as signatures, face, fingerprints, voice prints, and retinal blood vessel patterns all have significant drawbacks as presented in the table 2. Although signature, fingerprint and facial biometrics are cheap, easy to obtain and store; they are impossible to identify automatically with high assurance, and are easily forged [7-8]. Electronically recorded voice prints are susceptible to changes in a person's voice, and they can be counterfeited [7-8]. Fingerprints or hand prints require physical contact, and they also can be counterfeited and marred by artifacts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>Fingerprints</th>
<th>Hand Geometry</th>
<th>Retina</th>
<th>Iris</th>
<th>Face</th>
<th>Signature</th>
<th>Voice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ease of Use</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factors Increasing Error Incidence</td>
<td>Low, Age, Gender, Glasses, Lighting, Age, Glasses, Fair</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Very High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Acceptance</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long Term Stability</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Comparison of Biometric Technologies [3]
It is a well known fact in the non-research communities that they often get confused between retinal and Iris identification. It is a fact that both are different IRIS is visible region that can be easily be captured by a video recording device (i.e. camera, web cam or etc) while retina is hidden and difficult to be captured. The main reason for the strong emphasis on understanding the IRIS verification and engineering is that it provides the general conceptual model and techniques of secured analysis and particular enhance authentication based operational and transitional phase characteristics. It is evident fact that there is no clear definition of the IRIS template process which could calculate and perform accuracy analysis without some reasonably FER and FAR parameters employed in calculation [8]. The IRIS images can classified based on color (i.e. based on Martin-Schulz scale) which is classified in to 20 classes based on the eye color from light blue to black.

Recent advances in IRIS Biometric have focused research on the unwrapping the IRIS texture detection and extraction, affine transforms, template matching and matching patterns of dynamic IRIS data. These developments enable new opportunities in biometrics management; image processing, segmentation, machine learning, and template/image areas fusion that have potential implications for IRIS based biometric detection and verification. In biometric based authentication systems, the biometric data can be collected and processed to determine key points for the formulation of the biometric template (metrics) that could be normalized for verification of biometric on consistent basis and also update [15].

A. BACKGROUND: IRIS BIOMETRIC SYSTEMS

To reduce error rate and other security risks such as false positive detection or true negative detection, and it requires that only authenticated features and tabulated entities of the IRIS are allowed to form the template information and use these metric for identification system. The conventional IRIS texture access control approaches have been widely used in the IRIS biometric system use a combination of segmentation and enhancement to identify texture region within the eye captured [16]. However, the existing solutions are not fully adapted to image processing ecosystem due to the constrained resources of space and frequency transformation of the image processing. The combination of multiple approaches and technologies can lead to a solution of improved accuracy, smaller template and speedy detection IRIS biometric system. Furthermore, today’s access control solutions often rely on centralized architecture, which not only demonstrates enormous scalability issues in an distributed environment composed of large number of templates, but also can be a performance bottleneck or the single point of failure.
II. RESEARCH ANALYSIS AND GAPS

Fundamentally, even though biometric technology has been around a while but because of J. G Daugman [7] work and its accurate features and characteristics, such as supporting localization of IRIS (most of researchers focused automation of the detection) and conversion of the IRIS region from Polar co-ordinates form to Cartesian co-ordinates form (several works have been published on the analysis and processing it for extraction of feature set). Finally the comparison between the templates has been limited different form of weighted Euclidian distance or Hamming distance based measuring techniques [7-42].

In this paper, we focused on the three stages of the biometric recognition system and its capabilities, short-comings and probable scope of research i.e.

1. Localization of IRIS information (Detection)
2. Extraction of features from IRIS information (Extraction)
3. Comparison of feature set template to database template (Template Matching)

Localization of IRIS information (Detection):

This initial stage of the recognition system i.e. segmentation of IRIS region which is considered as a vital aspect of the system as the accuracy highly depends on how well the IRIS could be segmented. There are several kinds of external factors that affect this process (namely eyelids, eyelashes, lamination-reflections and pupil). Henceforth most of the work focuses on the identification of circular boundaries of both quadrants so as to limit system to focus on IRIS ROI only through Hough transform and edge detection. We have found in most cases the prediction of the boundaries has very often several errors and valuable information needed for recognition is lost which has to be addresses which is still an open area [43-44]

We found that information of IRIS needs to maximum available it is structure and pixel distribution from other areas is different enabling us to incorporate overlapping 3x3 block-level technique to cover image as select the all possible pixels pertaining to IRIS ROI. This process would ensure we have complete information of the IRIS.

Extraction of features from IRIS information (Extraction):

This is the second stage of the recognition system i.e. analysis of the IRIS region which also considered as a vital stage of the system as the template formulation is carried out in this stage and the accuracy highly depends on how well the IRIS could be analyzed. There are several kinds of process available that could be incorporated to attain the desired results (namely enhancement, filtering, time and frequency analysis via transforms and etc). Henceforth most of the work focuses on the conversion of the circular IRIS information into rectangular template with needed buffering to ensure the size if the fixed. We have found in most cases that the information is normalized, filtered and enhanced to ensure all the data is available in the needed format for extraction of changes in the formulation of template. The changes are analyzed based on the transforms (Gabor and others), wavelets (wavelet decomposition), and image processing operations which have necessary information needed for template formulation [45-47].

We found that information of by considering the pixels in circular format offers maximum available gradients in 2D perspective as its structure and pixel distribution are not altered. We can further apply the needed image processing techniques to extract the global feature set and inherit localized feature set essential for template formation. The scope of applying a combination of transforms, wavelets and/or image processing operation is available to improve the accuracy.

Comparison of feature set template to database template (Template Matching):

To achieve secure identity authentication, a decentralized authentication mechanism needs to be implemented on the template, and aims at virtual trust areas to allow all distributed features to identify each other (within the vicinity of the template). A similarity-based capability strategy is presented and the federated authorization delegation mechanism that is incorporate with high accuracy are

- Euclidian Distance (including weighted)
- Hamming Distance (including modified)

The major contributions of this work are as follows

- Leveraging the biometric recognition system with inherent generated feature set with a decentralized segmentation, extraction and matching solution is proposed to address both the identity authentication and access authorization issues
- Using virtual segmentation based the authentication mechanism ensures that only need information based entities in the domain could formulate the template, meanwhile the features-based extraction model provides a scalable, flexible, fine-grained and lightweight scheme.
- A complete architecture of a biometric IRIS-enabled system is properly designed, which includes identity authentication, features management and validation.
IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a detail progress in the IRIS based biometric system’s structures for identity authentication and management. A concept-proof prototype based on existing algorithms is illustrated on segmentation, extraction and validation fronts with comprehensive study has been conducted that evaluates the computational fit and corresponding limitations at each stage of the operation. We conclude the following points:

- Leveraging the biometric recognition system with inherent generated feature set with a decentralized segmentation, extraction and matching solution is proposed to address both the identity authentication and access authorization issues.
- Using virtual segmentation based the authentication mechanism ensures that only need information based entities in the domain could formulate the template, meanwhile the features-based extraction model provides a scalable, flexible, fine-grained and lightweight scheme.
- A complete architecture of a biometric IRIS-enabled system is properly designed, which includes identity authentication, features management and validation.

The following features need to be compared for standardizing and biometric algorithm those are:

- correct recognition rate (CRR) and with minimal
  - false acceptance rate (FAR) and
  - false rejection rate (FRR)
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